
25 / P L A C I NG AND F I N E -T UN I NG F I R S T - F L OO R ROOM S

A month or two later, most of the foun- roughly the same as the division we already had
in mind on the drawings, we could now see ex-dations and slab were in. We could begin

to visualize the house in earnest. actly where to place each partition wall, because
the space was real and each room could be felt —The essence of what we did now was to re-

form the rooms while standing on the newly and then established— as a real center in its
own right.poured slab, and give them their final shape ac-

cording to what we experienced there. We laid the rooms out in chalk, on the slab.
Several partitions moved a few inches. The mainStanding on the slab, we could see the

wholeness, as it then was, of the ground floor of thing is that we did it in such a way as to make
each room a beautiful and solid center in its ownthe house. We could sense, feel, the right way to

divide this up into rooms. Even when they were right, where we felt comfortable.

Settling positions of columns, to form the bays and window openings of the living room bay window
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26 / M A K I NG AND P L A C I NG THE F I R S T -F L OO R WAL L

From the new first-floor plan, with its I had asked Carl Lindberg, the man who did
the major concrete work, to make the columnrooms chalked out, we now went on to fix

the columns and windows which would forms in a way that each column form would be
a loose, movable, plywood box roughly nine feetdefine the front wall of the house.

This front wall was the poured concrete wall long, and about  by  inches. We had about
fifteen of these boxes, ready-made. They werewhich was going to determine the load-bearing

structure and appearance of the house. We had made so each contained offsets and flashings to
form a waterproof joint where wall panels wouldalready decided earlier (see pages –) that

the wall of the house was to consist of articulated later come into the column.
These column-form boxes were stacked oncolumns, beams, panels, and windows within

the panels. the slab. Each was stable enough, by itself, to be
moved, carried, placed, and braced, wherever weThe method we used to make the decisions

was ingenious. We had worked it out so that we wanted it.
The whole ground floor of the building thuswould use the actual plywood forms into which

the column concrete would later be poured, as had an amazingly simple and elegant way of be-
ing formed. To get the wall right, now that wemock-up columns to play with during the

decision-making stage. had the final room divisions, we used the column

Walking into the room, testing the position of the door, and trying to find out if the positive space of the
bay window is large enough, when the door is in a certain position. We moved this door several times,

and finally tuned it to within about two inches to get its best position.
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forms themselves, moved the columns until we The steel was set, and within two or three days,
the whole thing was ready to pour.liked their positions (from both inside and out-

side) and then set and braced them accordingly. The design is such that the panels, corner
panels, and the whole structure was prepared—
and then poured— at the same time. When we

Placing the columns, the most im- were finished, and had the rooms just right, to
our satisfaction, the position of panels and win-portant thing was to recognize that the

decisions about columns was, in effect, a dows was quite different from the permission
drawings we ourselves had made earlier. Not onedecision about positions and sizes of

windows. room was the same.
We did one room at a time, placing theExperience has taught me and all my crews

that there is no foolproof way to decide window column-forms until the column positions and
the shape and size of wall panels between theopenings until one is standing in a room. In this

house (given the column/beam construction) columns felt just right. We checked them from
inside and outside until we were satisfied. Thenthe rooms could not be there until the columns

existed. But using the column forms as mockups we braced them, and tied them together with
pairs of horizontal boards that would work asgave us a way to break the vicious circle.

Each column form was a box. We had made formwork for pouring concrete beams.
Thus we were able to move the columnsthese boxes, one for each column, and had them

standing upright, but loose, on the slab. We had around, by eye, using the column forms as if they
were thecolumns themselves.Whenwewere sati-made them so they could be placed, moved, and

adjusted, until the window openings were where sfied we stabilized them, and tied them together
with beam forms. Then we placed the steel. Thenwe wanted them. Once we had them right, we

connected them with horizontal  x ’s, which poured the concrete. This technique allowed us
to perform the unfolding just as it should be done.stabilized them, and could then be used as

beam forms. The larger configuration of the rooms created the
context inwhich theexact positionof the columnsThis was tremendously useful. It meant that

we could stand in the main rooms of the house, and column-bays as centers could be judged. The
physical technique allowed it to be done, judged,adjust the column forms by eye, see how the win-

dows had to be to make the room just right. and then set, without extra cost or time.
It was a nearly perfect embodiment of aOnce we got it right, these forms were nailed in

position, fixed, set with the horizontal members. natural unfolding process.

27 / F I X I N G TH E L I V I N G ROOM : I T S DOOR AND
F I R E P L A C E AND W I NDOW S

During the process of placing column the layout. We had a rough layout, obviously, in
the floorplans chalked on the slab. But we had toforms, the detailed centers which formed

each of the first floor rooms came from make the centers real; that means we had to
make them into real rooms, in three dimensions,what was there, not from the plan drawn

on paper. with beautiful light.
We started with the living room, the mostIn order to get the first-floor centers right,

we had to make very important decisions about important room. In this room, the position of the
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fireplace, the detailed character of the big bay
window, and the position of the door from the
entry hall to the living room were most vital.
The door from entry hall to kitchen also played
a role. We needed to place the two doors so that
they didn’t exactly line up, but gave a nice partial
view through. One wanted to be able to sense the
kitchen from the living room, but not see into it
directly. One also wanted to sense the fireplace of
the living room as one entered the house: but still
that fireplace and the big bay window had to be
protected, so that once inside the living room it
was a comfortable and cozy spot. That meant the
living-room door had to be far enough back in
the house so that the living room and its bay
window area were protected, not uncomfortably
exposed.

Looking through the living-room door, towards the
To get all this right, we made many experi- entrance room, to see what view of the front door

is most comfortablements, using cardboard for mockups, and sitting

Sitting in a circle to get the ‘‘feel’’ of the living room, and to find out exactly how to place
the fireplace so that fireplace, bay window, and door are all comfortable
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around in a circle as if we were in the finished windows of the beautiful bay window. When
we first tried placing the columns to make thisroom.Thefireplace (shown in the picture on page

) is made of cardboard. We located that first, window, using the assumption that all five parts
were equal in size, we found that the windowand gave it size and mass and dimension. Then

we used cardboard walls to check and recheck the did not work so well. It did not have enough
sense of focus. It was not, as much as I felt itimpact of the two door positions and the fireplace

position, until we had them all just right. could be, a living center. So, instead, I made the
middle opening bigger than the others, then theOne of the rather surprising things which

materialized from these experiments was the openings next to the middle slightly smaller, and
the openings on the outside smallest of all. Weneed for a row of small interior windows in the

back wall of the living room, between the living played with the proportions of the variation. Ev-
eryone checked it. It was much better. That isroom and the passage behind the living room.

Finally— and as it turned out, very signifi- how we finally set the columns, and how the
room is built.cant in the finished room—we changed the five

28 / R EMAK I NG OTHE R F I R S T - F L OO R ROOM S

Once we had the light in the living room, if built as shown on the drawing, would
have been catastrophic.room right, we went on to check the

light in all the other first-floor As usual, we started with a mockup that
showed us what was on the drawings. In thisrooms: entrance room, kitchen, and the

two rooms at the eastern end of the case, using cardboard to close in walls, we could
see that what was on the drawings was dank andhouse. The light coming into these

rooms told us where, and how, and how awful. The room was unpleasant and far too
dark. What was needed was obvious: a big win-big to make the windows in the front

wall, and even made us modify plan, dow in the front wall, all around the door, so
that the entrance room would be bathed ininterior partitions, and boundaries of

the major rooms. light.
But there was a difficult structural problem.Recall that we could not see the actual light

as it would ultimately be in any of these cases. On the design as submitted to the building de-
partment, we had placed a massive concreteThe ceilings of these rooms were not yet built,

nor was the front wall complete. But, using the moment-resisting frame in just that part of the
exterior wall which formed the front of the en-column forms to represent the columns, we could

for the first time guess at the light that would trance room. To make the entrance room light,
we would have to take this away. But the shearcome in, because we had enough information

from real walls, floors, trees, sunlight, reflections, resistance was essential to the building. It was
just this one element which we originally in-orientation, to sense roughly what the quality of

light at each point would be like when the house tended to use for resistance to horizontal motion
along the whole front of the house, especiallywas finished. It was this partial, but real informa-

tion, which provided enough feedback to help critical there because this face of the house was
mainly made of windows and openings. Some-us make good decisions.

The entrance room provides an example. thing solid had to be there, somewhere. And to
work, it had to be massive.We could now see that the light in the entrance
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First fl -tsriFnoissimbusrofnwardsaroo floor plan as finally built
to the city of Berkeley

The anticipated forces were huge and could But then we would simply have done something
else — some other drastic change — to make thenot easily be taken up elsewhere, since the whole

front of the house had openings, doors and win- entrance room come out right.
The big windows at the western end of thedows, all along its length. What to do?

Before trying to solve the problem we went kitchen got modified too. We found out just
what sill height was needed to create a sense ofon to the kitchen to see if there was any possible

interaction which might help. In the drawings, privacy. That was quite subtle. Also, we put in
an extra window looking towards the front door,we had the window above the kitchen counter

huge and open. Standing in the room, this looking east. And we put a door leading out to
ehT.euqsetorgtsomla—gibootrafdemees .eertmulpelttileht

kitchen needed containment, even a little dark- The strange L-shape of the kitchen was
complicated and needed a lot of work. We moreness, to make the light spot in the big eating area

at the western end of the room more attractive as or less got it right at this stage. It would finally
be resolved, later, by the construction of the bigthe main center. So we set about sizing a much

smaller window above the kitchen counter that cylindrical fireplace (see pages –, below).
In the two rooms to the east, the planwould make the kitchen warmer, darker, and

.yletelpmocdegnahc.deniatnoceromdnareizoc
The long thin room — Stephanie’s work-So, suddenly, the solution of the shear prob-

lem fell into our hands. Since the kitchen window room — had originally had a French window
opening to the garden. This was absurd in prac-had to be smaller, we had room in the exterior wall

for the extra columns and the very deep massive tice. The room was too narrow. It needed to be
contained. We replaced the French window withbeam which the moment-resisting frame re-

quired, thus moving the shear-resisting element a bank of four windows that made the room feel
usable, pleasant, and not too exposed.from entrance hall to kitchen. This needed some

extra effort on computer runs, and a new drawing And the last room, the square room which
drops down, was also quite wrong. On the draw-submitted to the building department, but we

were able to solve it just nicely. ings, we had shown it with a bay window looking
out over the garage. This bay window seemed toThings like this do not always happen. The

shear-resistance problem caused by opening the be overdoing it entirely. And besides, one really
didn’t want to orient quite like that. We replacedentrance might not have been solved so easily.
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it with a simple wall with windows, making the process. The position of walls changed. The
spacing of windows changed. The positions ofroom square. It is now one of the nicest rooms in

the house. And from the side, in an insignificant doors to the outside, the position of doors to the
inside, the relative integrity of different centerscorner, we put a narrow French window out to

the terrace, to make up for the one we had re- in different rooms, all changed. If we had built
the rooms that were on the plans, the housemoved from the long thin room.

Finally, the back of the entrance room also would have been all right, but barely accept-
able— perhaps acceptable within the terms ofhad to be adjusted. To make the room have a

beautiful shape, the way it narrowed to a neck, reference of contemporary modern architecture,
because this has become the acceptable level ofand then a landing, before reaching the bottom

of the main stairs, was— in reality— entirely what people get— but not acceptable in the true
sense of something working well and being com-different from what we had shown on the plans.

We had simply not been able to grasp the impact fortable and beautiful.
The life which is now visible in the finishedof the three-dimensional intersection of stair,

entrance, passage, and walls, coupled with the house as we built it simply would not have been
achievable if we had followed the drawings. Itchange in floor levels. Being three-dimensional,

it could be grasped only in the actual situation. came about only because we could see what we
were doing in the actual situation, respond to it,Every one of the five main rooms on the

first floor changed fundamentally during this change it, and make it live.

29 / C OM P L E T I NG THE F I R S T - F L OO R S T R U C T U R E

When these decisions had been made, As we began the second floor framing, one
could begin to see the entire exterior volume ofwork went ahead to fix and brace all the

columns, form the beams, pour the con- the building. This made it possible for the first
time to take in the building as a whole, and tocrete structure. The structure was then

ready to receive the second-floor pay attention to qualities which were needed to
complete this whole.framing.

30 / P O U R I NG AND FO RM I NG THE GA R AG E

Suddenly one day I got a call from Carl In order to form the garage roof concrete
work, Carl had to know the final level of theLindberg, asking me to come to the site. I

went up; he was just forming the garage terrace which will be above the garage. We had
never decided it. The big issue was that it feltwalls in the lower right-hand corner of

the site. uncomfortable if low— because if it was too far
below the house, it would not be used or usable.He wanted to get it in fast, so the upper part

wouldn’t collapse: As he started forming, he real- On the other hand, if it was high, several feet
of earth would be required above the roof, re-ized therewere several open questions, unresolved

by whatever sketches existed at that moment. sulting in a huge weight on the garage roof slab.
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Or the garage could have a high ceiling, which cide the shape of the concrete work. Cardboard
cut-outs. The thing was heavy, very nice. Mas-would be very uncomfortable in feeling.

In addition, we had to check the appearance sive. Built after making the cardboard shapes.
of the house from the southeastern end of the
street. I had never done this before. It was vital
that the structure of the garage plus terrace as
seen from that end not be too high; otherwise,
it would intrude on the house and look too huge
and formidable.

We settled for a low ceiling in the garage,
a thick slab to take a big weight, and several feet
of earth on top, thus bringing the terrace to a
nice position for the house.

Finally, we shaped columns and brackets,
and flared entry walls, to make the entrance to

Formwork on the massive concrete bracketsthe garage a strong center. Mockups to de- which frame the garage

31 / G E T T I NG THE EN T R ANC E P A TH J U S T R I GH T

The nagging problem with the entrance end of the lot. Recently, she had locked her gate
because our crews going in and out disturbedstairway still existed.

From the very beginning of the project, I had her— quite reasonable. But still, if we wanted
to sneak in by the most comfortable route, thatbeen wondering how to climb up the hill, from

the left of the garage, to get to the front door. At was the way to go.
I had tried to prevent myself, and our men,an early stage of the project, I had assumed I knew

how it went (from the left of the garage more or from going that way, so that we could experience
less straight to the front door), and had Randy
place rough workingmockup stairs in those posi-
tions, so that we could try walking up and down
that path. It was never very comfortable. More
recently,with the trenchopen for the gas and elec-
tric lines, Carl had built a rough stair going abso-
lutely straight up to the left of the garage (photo
page ). This also was very unsatisfactory. It
was far too steep, abrupt, and rather unpleasant.

Just before pouring the top retaining walls
to form the terrace over the garage, we had to
make a decision. None of the paths we had
looked at seemed pleasant or graceful. Two paths from the garage to the front door:

The right-hand one crosses and destroys the positiveThe one path which had always been pleas-
space; the left-hand one goes around it and leaves theant— for everyone—was the forbidden one, positive space intact. The garage is visible lower right.

Hatching shows positive space.which went on the neighbor’s land at the left
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As planned, and tested: entry at the right of the site, As finally built: entry at the left-hand end of the site,
direct from the garage. then entering past the kitchen.

the real options and get a feeling from the actual gan to build the stair (see photo). The only thing
that we had to overcomewas our own assumptionprocess of walking which ones were most

pleasant. that there would be something wrong if the path
did not go directly from the garage.But now, faced with the need to make a

decision, it was this path, over to the extreme One might say that it was positive space
which helped us to get this right. The spaceleft, which seemed the only one that had a really

comfortable quality.We were able to try a second formed by the stairs going across the chasm near
the garage was never positive. What we finallypath, not on the neighbor’s land, but along the

property line. We tried it, made a few tests. understood was equivalent to understanding that
the only way to make this space positive was toWhen we were sure, I called Chris and talked

it over with him and Stephanie. They were quite treat it as a single inviolate lump of space, not
to be cut by a stairway. The stairs then, instead,comfortable about it, too— to my surprise. As

it turned out, the conventional idea that the en- encircled the bushes and the main front part of
the site, instead of crossing them, and so madetrance must be near the garage meant very little

to them. So the problem was solved. Randy be- the space and the system positive.

32 / R EMAK I NG THE U P S T A I R S R OOM S

Wewerenowabletostandintheupstairs, framing, which was to be slow to allow for subtle
adjustments to partitions, windows, and doors.with an open floor and exterior walls

given by the rough framing operation. We gave the finish-framing contract to James
Maguire, one of our own most trusted people.Framing the upstairs was, in our contract,

divided into two operations: rough framing, I had James construct rough mockups of the
partitions, as shown on the plan, so that we couldwhich was to go very fast and cheap, and finish
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see them. Many aspects of the space which they was given a more beautiful shape. I reshaped the
end of the bedroom so that it formed an octago-created were surprising, even shocking. Because

of the way the walls were placed, the whole up- nal shape that made sense with the door from the
stairs. The bathroom was placed in the leftoverstairs seemed tiny— not right at all for such a

large house— almost as if the Uphams weren’t triangular space, at the top of the stairway.
Now that the main roomwas beautiful, withgetting their money’s worth— but in any case,

definitely wrong in feeling. its own shape, and coming nicely off the passage
from the top of the stairs— that was the thingAlso, there was nothing really beautiful up

there. Just a bunch of rooms. I decided to spend which brought the upstairs into a good state
(strong centers, good shape). I could nowa few days letting the problem sink in.

The most crucial thing to get right was the put a bed alcove opening off the main room.
Chris’s study was also in a totally different rela-beauty and shape of the main bedroom. I tried to

imagine what would make this room beautiful, tion to the master bedroom, and to this alcove.
And the bathroom was now in a totally differ-especially in relation to the terrace outside. I got

a clear sense of its shape, with a big bed alcove ent position.
It should be emphasized that, just like theand windows to the south and east. Then other

things fell into place. The terrace had to be a downstairs, the arrangement of rooms on the
second-floor level changed completely once welittle smaller, and the light on the terrace was

amazingly harsh. We decided to extend the roof began looking at the real space in three dimen-
sions. The main bedroom was entirely different.overhang, to give more shelter there and make

the light softer. The space at the top of the stairs The bathroom was in a different place. The toilet

The upstairs after rough framing, and before new decisions were made. The cardboard walls and
mocked-up partitions showed us clearly just how bad it was.
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sanalpsriatspUtimrepgnidliubrofnwardsanalpsriatspU finally built

was in a different place. The main terrace off the because it would have contained no significant
centers. They were not visible, or, I believe, evenmaster bed alcove was different in character, and

even the wall bounding it was moved. The bed imaginable at the time we laid out the plans
ebotsawydutss’sirhC.wenyleritnesawevocla .repapno

approached in a different fashion. The stairs and On the left is the plan as drawn and as
submitted to the building department. On thethe stairwell and landing were all new. As a result

of our work on the second floor, the plan had be- right is the plan as actually built. Almost nothing
idyllatotemoc .ralimissifferent, in almost every single

room layout, from the way it appears on the permit The significant life which the house now
has, as built, comes about entirely because wedrawings — all except Sasha’s room, which, being

in a wing by itself, stayed more or less the same. were free to feel the centers that were needed
and that were latent in the emerging structure,Again, as with the first floor, if we had built

what was on the plans it would have been accept- and we were then free to conceive them, refine
them, and build them, all within the real three-able, within the very low level of standards we

have come to accept in contemporary architec- dimensional space of the building envelope while
,efiltnacfiingisondahevahdluowtituB.erut .tignitcurtsnocerewew

33 / T H E M A S T E R B E D A L C O V E

Perhaps one of the most charming things approach might work for him. At first I dis-
missed it as a charming but nutty idea. Later,that happened during the project was the

decision about the master bed alcove. however, we made a mockup of the bed alcove in
the bedroom. The alcove was beautiful as far asChris and Stephanie were standing with us

upstairs, one day, studying their bedroom. We its position was concerned; but it left the room
dark and it was dark itself. I had to clear thehad a way of getting from the bedroom to Chris’s

study, but it made a passage where we didn’t re- darkness away. To do it, I just kicked out the
back of the mockup. Suddenly the light changed,ally want one. Then Chris mentioned Jefferson’s

bed at Monticello — a bed which was the only the room was filled with light, the light came
streaming in from Chris’s study beyond, and thepath to get to his study — and wondered if this
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Bed alcove as I first drew it on a plank of wood
that was lying there

annoying passage that had been ruining things
was gone.

This was really a stroke— coming entirely
from Chris’s original idea. I called him to tell
him about it. Now he got nervous. Couldn’t we
make a passage. Would it really work, to get into
his study, only by crawling across the bed. I asked
him, joking, if he had any women clients. He

Setting the position of the bed-alcove opening in the roomjoked back that that was probably the reason why

Checking the feeling of the master bed alcove, from inside and out
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Jefferson built his bed at Monticello that way cal thing was the exact position of the alcove in
the wall. The view through the bed alcove intooriginally. Finally, after a lot of hemming and

hawing, Chris agreed to do it: a wonderful Chris’s study depended on very slight movement
up and down the room. And the strengtheningstroke, which makes the upstairs of the house

beautiful, just right, and very sensible; filled with of the part-octagon shape of the master bedroom
also depended on the position of the bed alcove.light, it is an inspiration to be there.

When we got ready to build the bed alcove, Finally, it turned out that the opening needed a
very broad set of boards— this showed up firstwe made a variety of cardboard mockups to de-

termine the size of the opening, the arch of the in a small sketch, as when we were standing
there a too narrow set of boards around theopening, the exact width of the bed, the soft edge

between the mattress and the wooden platform, opening looked funny. The wide boards gave the
bed its proper weight.and the position of lights inside. The most criti-

34 / T H E K I T CH EN F I R E P L A C E SHA P E

In the kitchen, a major new center helped in it, every night. That made sense. It became a
kind of oven. All along, the kitchen had had ato resolve awkwardness among existing

centers. strange and awkward L-shape, already discussed
earlier. I looked and looked, what to do, butWe came to the kitchen fireplace. The

Uphams had told us they wanted to bake pizza couldn’t make it just right. To resolve the two

The kitchen mocked up in its entirety in cardboard, so we could see just how to make the kitchen fireplace.
The idea of a cylinder had already occurred to me from seeing the room shape and recognizing its two lines of sight.

Now we had to make the cylinder work, and to do that we had to have the full three-dimensional configuration,
as it was going to be. We had to make many many versions before it all sat right.
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